
The design for affordable and self-assembled 

hand washing stations was developed in 

Barabhuja basti in Southwest Zone, Ward no 63 in 

Bhubaneswar. 

Why Foot-operated Handwash Station?

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, this 

innovation can prevent the transmission of virus by 

touching the taps that can be infected by frequent 

touching. Since the taps are touched constantly, 

this simple model can reduce the risk of 

transmission of the virus. 

Rankanidhi Nayak (52), residing at Barabhuja basti for the past many years, is a carpenter-cum-mason by 

profession. On April 15, 2020, CFAR team visited Barabhuja and shared the Guidelines for Hygiene and 

Sanitation in Densely Populated Areas During the COVID 19 Pandemic, issued by the office of the Principal 

Scientific Advisor, Government of India with the Community Management Committee (CMC) and Single Window 

Forum (SWF) members. The guidelines included Low-cost Foot-operated Handwash Stations   

Consultation with, Mamata Subudhi, Bankiranhi Swain, Arati Jena CMC and  Mamata Mohanty SWF members, 
Barabhuja on April 15, 2020 

Low -cost Foot-operated Handwash Station



Next day, the CMC and SWF members approached Rankanidhi and showed him the design of the Foot- 
operated  Handwash Station model. We discussed the prospect of making the Station and its cost.

Rankanidhi tried to make the model in the manner prescribed in the guidelines, but soon realized that without 
a proper wall or pillar it was difficult to set it up inside the house.

Rankanidhi Nayak: “I attended the meeting with CMC 

and SWF members and CFAR, where the design and the 

ways of making it were discussed. I was also shown a 

video on how to do it. I tried to do in that way with some 

small changes such as the stand. This can be made at a 

very nominal cost and the people can easily assemble it 

themselves and identify a place such as under the stairs 

or outside the house etc. Ensure that this is near a drain 

so that the used water can flow into it” 



Next steps

Itemized cost estimateTaking this forward, Bankiranhi Swain, an 

anganwadi worker and CMC member said: “The 

size and cost of the handwash station is fine but 

we could make it smaller in size so that the cost 

does not go beyond Rs. 200. I will share this 

model with my senior officers and we all want to 

thank Rankanidhi for making it.”   

Single Window Forum members discussed how to go ahead from testing one model of handwash 

station to one that the community can use. 

Speaking about this, Mamata Mohanty, said that: “While we learnt about this new kind of 

handwash station and felt that if other communities were making it why not us? And, now more so 

because we have to wash our hands ten times a day and if we make an individual handwash 

station then, some households will and others will not, so we should also design a bigger 

handwash station with multiple barrels.”

Agreeing with this, Mamata Subudhi, Community Management Committee (CMC) and Mahila Arogya Samithi 

(MAS) member said: ̀  Such a handwash station should cost about Rs. 450 to Rs 500 so that we can afford this 

and ensure  more households have access to it. If it is for one person, it should not exceed Rs. 100 to 150. We 

need to experiment with many sizes and bring the cost down to the maximum extent.”

So, the search for the most affordable foot-operated handwash station continues ...


